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(15) Description 

 
The Magnetostrictive Level Transmitter Jupiter Model 2..-E…-…..-… is used for level detection. 
Using the principle of magnetostriction and the effect of a magnetic field on the magnetostrictive 
wire, a fluid level is converted into a 4 - 20 mA current signal with Hart communication or into a 
digital fieldbus signal. 
The maximum probe length is 9,75 m. 
 
The transmitter enclosure provides a degree of protection IP66 as per EN 60529. 
 
Ambient temperature range  -40 °C to +70 °C. 
 

 Electrical data 
 
Level Transmitter Jupiter Model 24.-E…-…..-… and Model 26.-E…-…..-… and  
Model 27.-E…-…..-…:  
Output/supply circuit (terminals + and -):  
in type of protection intrinsic safety Ex ia IIC, only for connection to a certified intrinsically safe 
circuit, with the following maximum values:  
Ui = 28,4 V; Ii = 120 mA; Pi = 0,84 W; Ci = 2,2 nF; Li = 3 µH. 
 
Level Transmitter Jupiter Model 25.-E…-…..-… and Model 28.-E…-…..-…:  
Output/supply circuit (terminals + and -):  
in type of protection intrinsic safety Ex ia IIC, suitable for connection to a FISCO fieldbus system 
in accordance with EN 60079-27, with the following maximum values:  
Ui = 17,5 V; Ii = 380 mA; Pi = 5,32 W; Ci = 3 nF; Li = 3 µH.  
 
or  
 
in type of protection intrinsic safety Ex ia IIC, only for connection to a certified intrinsically safe 
circuit, with the following maximum values:  
Ui = 28,4 V; Ii = 120 mA; Pi = 0,84 W; Ci = 3 nF; Li = 3 µH. 
 

(16) Test Report 
 
NL/KEM/ExTR08.0014/**. 
 

(17) Special conditions for safe use 
 
Because the enclosure of the Magnetostrictive Level Transmitter Jupiter Model 2.1-E…-…..-… or 
Model 2.2-E…-…..-…  is made of aluminium, if it is mounted in an area where the use of category 
1 G apparatus is required, it must be installed such, that, even in the event of rare incidents, 
ignition sources due to impact and friction sparks are excluded. 
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(18) Essential Health and Safety Requirements 

 
Covered by the standards listed at (9). 
 

(19) Test documentation 
 
As listed in Test Report NL/KEM/ExTR08.0014/**. 
 

 


